
 

 
Lightning Box’s Egg-cellent hit title 
receives a prequel in Chicken Fox Jr 

Enjoy upgraded symbols and a free spins round in this exciting new 
release 

Sydney, 25 May 2022 - – Light & Wonder, Inc. (NASDAQ: LNW) (“Light & Wonder,” “L&W” 

or the “Company”).  Specialist slot provider Lightning Box, one of Light & Wonder’s in-house 

studios, has added a prequel to the hit game Chicken Fox, with the release of Chicken Fox Jr. 

This 20 payline slot will feature upgrading symbols via its innovative Fox Junior Bonus and a 

Free Spins Round. These mechanics are packed into a colourful title that builds upon the 

original’s winning formula. It will initially be made available in the UK and Europe followed 

by a two week North America exclusive with BetMGM in the coming months. 

During any base game spin the Fox Junior Bonus can be activated. Our main protagonist, the 

Fox appears next to the reels and shoots his bow and arrow, upgrading all instances of one 

low paying symbol. These then become high paying symbols which can aid in the creation of 

bigger wins and can even reveal an extra Gold Egg Scatter symbol. 

If three or more Gold Egg Scatter symbols are landed during a spin or triggered via the Fox 

Junior Bonus the free spins round is awarded. Here all base game symbols are removed 

from play with only the instant prize awarding chickens and extra free spin awarding eggs in 

play. 

These must be activated by landing the Fox symbol on any position during each spin to be 

awarded. This Fox symbol can also be landed with a 2x multiplier attached and this is key to 

unlocking the titles max win. 

Chicken Fox Jr is available to customers of Light & Wonder’s industry leading OpenGaming™ 
platform alongside popular new titles such as Lightning Gorilla and Murphy’s Pots. 

Michael Maokhamphiou, Operations Manager at Lightning Box said: “Building upon the 
success found within the popular Chicken Fox title was one of our main goals when 
developing Chicken Fox Jr.  

“Here we have expanded upon the free spins round by adding a multiplier collect symbol, 
whilst also integrating upgraded symbols in the base game and additional chances of 
awarding the free spins round. These seamlessly work together to create a bigger and even 
more exciting title than players found in the original Chicken Fox.”  

Rob Procter, VP Game Development at Light & Wonder “Lightning Box’s team should be 
incredibly proud of the work that went into making Chicken Fox Jr and we are delighted to 

https://www.lnw.com/


 
add it to our OpenGaming™ platform. They have enhanced a player favourite and built upon 
the features that made the original an instant hit.”  

© 2022 Scientific Games Corporation. All rights reserved. 

About Lightning Box: 
Lightning Box is a leading multi-channel supplier of video slots to the casino gaming industry. The Sydney-
based studio, which was acquired by Scientific Games in August 2021, provides high quality gaming content to 
land-based, online, and social casinos around the world. It was founded in 2004 by former Aristocrat and IGT 
game designers Peter Causley and David Little. Their combined fifty years’ experience has helped the studio 
produce a number of commercially successful games, such as Silver Lion, Lightning Horseman, Chicken Fox, 
Stellar Jackpots-Serengeti Lions, Stellar Jackpots-Chilli Goldx2, Dolphin Gold, Silver Lioness4x, Astro Cat, and 
Lightning-Leopard. These, and their most recent releases, regularly feature in the top performing games of 
leading casino operators around the world. For more information about Lightning Box, please visit 
www.lightningboxgames.com 

For more information, please contact enquiries@squareintheair.com 

About Light & Wonder, Inc. 
Light & Wonder, Inc. (formerly known as Scientific Games Corporation), is the global leader in cross-platform 

games and entertainment. The Company brings together 5,000 employees from six continents to connect 

content between land-based and digital channels with unmatched technology and distribution. Guided by a 

culture that values daring teamwork and creativity, the Company builds new worlds of play, developing game 

experiences loved by players around the globe. Its OpenGaming™ platform powers the largest digital-gaming 

network in the industry. The Company is committed to the highest standards of integrity, from promoting 

player responsibility to implementing sustainable practices. To learn more, visit lnw.com. 

Media Inquiries: 
Media@lnw.com  

Forward-Looking Statements 
In this press release, the Company makes "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of the U.S. Private 

Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Forward-looking statements can be identified by words such as "will," 

"may," and "should." These statements are based upon management's current expectations, assumptions and 

estimates and are not guarantees of timing, future results, or performance. Therefore, you should not rely on 

any of these forward-looking statements as predictions of future events. Actual results may differ materially 

from those contemplated in these statements due to a variety of risks, uncertainties and other factors, 

including those factors described in our filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”), 

including the Company’s current reports on Form 8-K, quarterly reports on Form 10-Q and its annual report on 

Form 10-K that was filed with the SEC on March 1, 2022 (including under the headings "Forward-Looking 

Statements" and "Risk Factors"). Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date they are made and, 

except for the Company’s ongoing obligations under the U.S. federal securities laws, the Company undertakes 

no obligation to publicly update any forward-looking statements whether as a result of new information, 

future events or otherwise. 
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